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CONGRATULATIONS on your 

purchase of a precision engineered & 

machined Hot Shot release! This is one 

of the finest products on the archery 

market today.

Working parts of these fine releases are 
surface treated to incredible hardness 
that virtually eliminates wear at contact 
points. Due to the materials used, your 
Hot Shot release will function even more 
smoothly over time.

ECLIPSE TEMPEST

Included in this package:
One release

One light tension trigger spring 
(installed in the release), one medium 
tension spring & one heavy tension 
spring

Basic Use

Hook

Cocking 
lever

After shooting:
Hook released
Cocking lever out

Preparing to shoot:

1. Cock

1

3
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Preparing to shoot:

2. Click hook closed on bowstring or loop

Shooting:

Draw bow, aim &  3. Pull trigger

Adjustments

1

2
3

4

5 & 6

1. Switching trigger tension spring.

a. Unscrew set screw.
b. Remove spring, replace w/ other.
c. Replace set screw.

2. Trigger tension.

Turn set screw clockwise to
increase tension, counter-
clockwise to decrease tension.

3. Trigger travel/creep

Turn set screw clockwise
to decrease travel & counter-
clockwise for more travel.

5. Trigger thumb barrel twist. 

a. Loosen the barrel set screw.
b. Turn the thumb barrel to desired twist

(barrel is on a threaded post).

6. Trigger thumb barrel up-down

position.
c. Turn thumb barrel clockwise to lower,

counter clockwise to raise.
d. Tighten set screw.

4. Trigger thumb barrel fore-

aft position.
a. Loosen the 2 screws.
b. Set desired fore-aft position.
c. Tighten the 2 screws.

CAUTION:  If cocking lever 
will not cock, the trigger travel 

set screw (3) is in too far (too far 
clockwise)

LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY
Every new Hot Shot release is guaranteed for the purchaser's lifetime against defects in materials and workmanship. For 

warranty service, the release must be returned to Hot Shot Mfg. Upon determination that the release is defective under this 
warranty, we will repair or replace it.

Normal wear, abrasion, misuse, abuse, alteration and disassembly of the release are not covered by warranty.

Lost parts are not covered by warranty. Replacement parts can be ordered by calling us or ordering them through our 

website.
Wrist straps & wrist lanyards are not covered by warranty.

To obtain warranty service, send your release to the Hot Shot Mfg address shown below. Shipping charges to us are not 

covered in this warranty. Include with the release your name and address, telephone number and a description of the problem.

Hot Shot Manufacturing

708 W 1800 N Ste 11A
Logan, UT 84321
(435) 752-9302

Fax (435) 752-9533
Email info@hotshotmanufacturing.com

www.HotShotManufacturing.com
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